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We explain the finite as well as infinite degeneracy in the spectrum of a particular system of spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ fermions with spin-orbit coupling in three spatial dimensions. Starting from a generalized Runge-Lenz vector, we explicitly construct a complete set of symmetry operators, which span a noncompact SO(3,2) algebra. The degeneracy of the physical spectrum only involves an infinite, so-called singleton representation. In the branch where orbital and spin angular momentum are aligned, the full representation appears, constituting a three-dimensional analog of Landau levels. Antialigning the spin leads to a finite degeneracy due to a truncation of the singleton representation. We conclude the paper by constructing the spectrum generating algebra of the problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rich structure revealed by topological phases of matter inspire the investigation of model systems where such phases can be realized. Well-known examples are the integer and fractional quantum Hall (QH) phases [1,2], which can be characterized by their topology and for which model states have been constructed in a wide variety starting with the work of Laughlin [3]. Recently, a larger class of topological phases have been proposed and discovered: the time-reversal (TR) invariant topological insulators which can be labeled by topological invariants due to their Bloch wave band structure [4,5]. In the two-dimensional case, the authors of [6] proposed a continuum TR symmetric model, effectively consisting of two integer QH states of opposite chirality. In 2013, Li and Wu proposed a three-dimensional continuum model for TR invariant topological insulators [7]. They studied a particular model for spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ fermions in the background of a non-Abelian gauge potential, tuned in such a way that a flat dispersion [three-dimensional (3D) Landau levels] is achieved. The authors argue that this model has helical Dirac surface modes if open boundary conditions are imposed. These modes are protected by time-reversal symmetry and are indicative of a nontrivial 3D topological insulator phase. A number of suggestions for experimental realization have been made, such as in strained semiconductors or in ultracold atomic matter with synthetic spin-orbit (SO) coupling (see, for example, [8,9]).

In paper [7], the authors focus on the construction of the eigenfunctions of the model, revealing some remarkable properties such as a form of quaternionic analyticity. In this paper, we present a complementary algebraic approach to the problem. A particular goal is to understand the degeneracies in the spectrum on the basis of an underlying symmetry algebra. In general, compact symmetry algebras lead to finite degeneracies, whereas noncompact symmetries give infinite degeneracies. In our work, we are confronted with a mixture of finite and infinite degeneracies in the spectrum, posing a puzzle on the nature of the underlying symmetry algebra. This problem was studied in [10] as well, where the authors conclude that an accidental degeneracy does not always imply an underlying symmetry. We show that there are a finite number of operators commuting with the Hamiltonian which form a nonlinear algebra, which we recognize as a “deformed” SO(3,2) symmetry. These generators include the spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ generalization of a pair of symmetry vectors that are reminiscent of the Runge-Lenz vector of the Kepler problem. After a simple rescaling of the operators, we obtain the linear noncompact Lie algebra SO(3,2). The so-called singleton representation of this algebra plays a key role in explaining both the infinite and finite degeneracies that feature in the spectrum.

We remark that, quite generally, an insight into the (maximal) symmetry algebra underlying a (one-body or many-body) quantum problem is quite useful. On the one hand, the representation theory provides a catalog of possible families of quantum states, and, on the other hand, an algebraic structure may contain clues to an underlying geometric picture. An example featuring both these aspects is the $\mathcal{W}_{1+\infty}$ symmetry of specific quantum Hall phases of two-dimensional (2D) electrons [11,12]. This symmetry reflects the incompressibility of the quantum Hall quantum liquids and it enables an algebraic organization of edge excitations of these same liquids.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we will present the Hamiltonian of our interest. We discuss its spectrum and the degeneracies it has. Section III is devoted to the symmetry algebra of the system. We write all the symmetry operators in a coordinate independent form and show that they form a nonlinear algebra. Moreover, we show that a simple rescaling of the operators results in a linear algebra and we give the representations of this algebra. In Sec. IV, we present the operators that allow us to connect states of different energies, the so-called spectrum generating algebra. We end the paper with the conclusions and some ideas for future research in Sec. V.

II. SPIN-ORBIT-COUPLED HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

The model proposed by [7] to describe a continuous three-dimensional topological insulator is a spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ fermion in a 3D harmonic potential and with a spin-orbit coupling of fixed
strength. The Hamiltonian reads as

$$H = \frac{p^2}{2m} + \frac{1}{2} m \omega^2 r^2 - \omega \mathbf{L} \cdot \sigma,$$

where $L_i$ is the usual orbital angular momentum and $\sigma_i$ are the Pauli matrices. The model is mathematically equivalent to a spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ particle minimally coupled to a static external SU(2) gauge field plus a particular scalar potential

$$H = \frac{1}{2m} (p - q A)^2 + V(r),$$

where the components of the vector potential are $A_j = \frac{1}{2} \omega j \sin j \sigma_i r_i$, and the harmonic potential is $V(r) = -\frac{1}{2} m \omega^2 r^2$. Note that the components of $A$ are $2 \times 2$ matrices. Since these components do not commute with each other, this is a so-called non-Abelian gauge field. The field strength associated to this gauge field points in the radial direction and grows with $r$. This gauge potential can be seen as the 3D version of two different 2D ones. For fixed radius $r = 1$, this is a spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ particle confined to $S^2$ in a perpendicular magnetic field, resulting in non-Abelian Landau levels on the sphere [13].

In $\mathbb{R}^3$ it describes two decoupled layers of quantum Hall states where the two types of particles feel an opposite perpendicular magnetic field, which was mentioned in the Introduction [6].

In the remainder of this paper we will use the notation in the form of the 3D spin-orbit-coupled harmonic oscillator given in Eq. (1) and we will work in units where $m = \frac{1}{2}, \omega = 1, \hbar = 1$. Since this is a single-particle radial problem there are several ways of solving the system. As we are interested in the algebraic approach we will look for operators that commute with the Hamiltonian. First of all, $H$ commutes with the total angular momentum operators $J = \mathbf{L} + \frac{i}{2} \mathbf{S}$. So, the Hilbert space will arrange into SU(2) multiplets, where every irreducible representation may be labeled by its $J_z$ eigenvalue $j_z(j_z + 1)$. Here, $j_z = l \pm \frac{1}{2}$ and $l = 0, 1, \ldots$ is associated with the orbital angular momentum $\mathbf{L}^2$. We can diagonalize in $J^2$ and $J_3$ as is standard in the SU(2) case, but we will choose a slightly different convention. Instead, we first define $A_3 \equiv \mathbf{L} \cdot \sigma + 1$. This operator commutes with $H$ and with $J^2$ and its eigenvalue can be easily obtained from the relation $A_3 = J^2 - \frac{1}{4}$. We will label the eigenstates of $H$ by their $A_3$ and $J_3$ eigenvalues

$$A_3 \psi_{n,l,m} = l' \psi_{n,l',m}, \quad J_3 \psi_{n,l,m} = m \psi_{n,l,m},$$

where $l' = \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots$ and $-(|l'| - \frac{1}{2}) \leq m \leq |l'| - \frac{1}{2}$. The eigenvalues of $J^2$ in terms of $l'$ follow from the relation $J^2 = A_3^2 - \frac{1}{4}$. In Sec. IV, we will derive the spectrum by constructing energy ladder operators. At this point, we will solve the Schrödinger equation, giving us the spectrum and the energy eigenstates. If we switch to spherical coordinates and use separation of variables, the angular part is a linear combination of spherical harmonics $Y_{lm}($Ω$)$:

$$X_{lm}^+ = \frac{l + m + 1}{2l + 1} Y_{lm}(0, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}) + \frac{l - m}{2l + 1} Y_{l,m+1}(0, 1),$$
$$X_{lm}^- = \frac{l - m}{2l + 1} Y_{lm}(0, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}) - \frac{l + m + 1}{2l + 1} Y_{l,m+1}(0, 1),$$

where the spin states are diagonal in $\sigma_z$. Note that we momentarily switched to labeling the states by $l$ and $\pm$, where $L^2 \chi_{lm}^\pm = l(l+1)\chi_{lm}^\pm$. The (unnormalized) radial part of the eigenstates is the same for both $\pm$ states:

$$R_{l}(r) = r^l e^{-r^2/4} L_r(-2k, 2l + \frac{\omega}{2}, r^2/2).$$

$L$ is a generalized Laguerre polynomial, which in this particular case has a finite number of terms. The spectrum is the following:

$$E = \begin{cases} 2k + \frac{\omega}{2}, & l' > 0 \\ 2k - 2l' + \frac{\omega}{2}, & l' < 0 \end{cases}$$

For $n$ even, the energy levels have an infinite degeneracy and for odd $n$, the allowed values of $l'$ are $l' = -(1-n)^2, \ldots, \frac{1}{2}(1-n)$. The spectrum is depicted in Fig. 1. We want to stress that the infinite degeneracy of the $+\omega$ branch is only present when the strength of the spin-orbit coupling term in the Hamiltonian is exactly $-\omega$. (If the strength is exactly opposite, i.e., $+\omega$, there would be an infinite degeneracy in the $-\omega$ branch.)
III. SYMMETRY ALGEBRA

The aim of this paper is to understand the degeneracies in the spectrum from an underlying symmetry algebra. The authors of [10] raised the question if an accidental degeneracy always implies a symmetry algebra. They investigated the degeneracies of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) and concluded that there was no such algebra. Their conclusions were mainly based on the fact that a Lie algebra has either only finite-dimensional nontrivial irreducible representations or only infinite-dimensional ones, depending on if it is a compact or a noncompact algebra, respectively. Clearly, the spectrum of $H$ contains both finite- and infinite-dimensional representations, which is indeed a puzzle. Moreover, they constructed operators that connect different SU(2) multiplets within one energy level by mapping SU(2) highest weight states onto each other, but these operators do not commute with $H$.

We will show that it is possible to construct operators that commute with $H$ and couple the different SU(2) multiplets. And, we will show that these operators have an underlying noncompact Lie algebra structure. Consider the following two vectors of Hermitian operators:

\[
\tilde{M}_i = \frac{1}{2} (r_i A_3 + A_3 r_i) + \frac{1}{2} \left[ (p_i \times J) - (J \times p_i) \right], \\
\tilde{N}_i = \frac{1}{2} (p_i A_3 + A_3 p_i) - \frac{1}{2} \left[ (r_i \times J) - (J \times r_i) \right].
\]

Note the symmetry in the two definitions above under the map $r_i \rightarrow 2p_i$ and $p_i \rightarrow -\frac{1}{2} r_i$, which is in fact of order four. We remark that the Hamiltonian has not just this discrete symmetry but the continuous $U(1)$ version of it. One may explicitly show that $\tilde{M}$ and $\tilde{N}$ both transform as vectors under $J$ and that they commute with the Hamiltonian. Moreover, they connect different SU(2) irreducible representations with each other, so they are exactly the operators that we were looking for. These operators are spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ generalizations of the well-known Runge-Lenz vector present in the Kepler problem.

We wish to determine the algebra formed by $\tilde{M}$ and $\tilde{N}$ together with $J$ and $A_3$. When we compute the commutation relations of these operators amongst themselves, we run into terms nonlinear in $H$ and $A_3$. The explicit commutation relations are given in the Appendix. The nonlinearity encountered here is very similar to what happens in the Kepler problem. In that case, the Runge-Lenz vector $A^{RL}$ transforms as a vector under orbital angular momentum $L$, but the commutation relations with itself are $[A^{RL}_i, A^{RL}_j] = -i \epsilon_{ijk} 2H^K A^{RL}_k$, where $H^K$ is the Hamiltonian of the Kepler problem. The vector needs to be rescaled by $(−2H^K)^{-\frac{1}{2}}$ in order to obtain the SO(4) commutation relations.

With this in mind, we set out to find an appropriate rescaling factor, which would enable us to get more grip on the problem. The easiest way to find the appropriate rescaling is by looking at the action of the symmetry operators on an energy eigenstate $\psi_{n,l',m}$. In order to do so, we write the operators on a Cartan basis. First, redefine

\[
\tilde{M}_\pm = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_x \pm i \tilde{M}_y), \quad \tilde{N}_\pm = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{N}_x \pm i \tilde{N}_y).
\]

As Cartan subalgebra we obviously choose $\{J_3, A_3\}$ and the operators corresponding to the root vectors are $J^\pm$ and

\[
\tilde{A}_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_z - i \tilde{N}_z), \quad \tilde{A}_- = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_z + i \tilde{N}_z),
\]

\[
\tilde{B}_+ = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_+ - i \tilde{N}_+), \quad \tilde{B}_- = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_+ + i \tilde{N}_-),
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_- - i \tilde{N}_-), \quad \tilde{C}_- = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\tilde{M}_- + i \tilde{N}_+).
\]

The action of these operators on an energy eigenstate is

\[
J_\pm \psi_{n,l',m} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}} \left( l' - m \mp \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \psi_{n,l',m \pm 1},
\]

\[
\tilde{A}_\pm \psi_{n,l',m} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{2}} \left( l' - m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) (n + 2l' \pm 1) \psi_{n,l',m \pm 1},
\]

\[
\tilde{B}_\pm \psi_{n,l',m} = \frac{1}{2|l'|} \sqrt{\left( l' + m \pm \frac{3}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right)} (n + 2l' \pm 1) \psi_{n,l',m \pm 1},
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_\pm \psi_{n,l',m} = \frac{1}{2|l'|} \sqrt{\left( l' - m \pm \frac{3}{2} \right) \left( l' - m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right)} (n + 2l' \pm 1) \psi_{n,l',m \pm 1}.
\]

Now, it is quite easy to guess the right rescaling operator. Consider the operator $F = H + 2A_3 - \frac{1}{2}$, which commutes with $H$, $A_3$, and $J_3$, and has the following eigenvalues:

\[
F \psi_{n,l',m} = (n + 2l' - 1) \psi_{n,l',m}.
\]

The operators in (10) commute with $F$ as $[F, \tilde{A}_\pm] = \pm 2\tilde{A}_\pm$, and similarly for $\tilde{B}_\pm$ and $\tilde{C}_\pm$. Now, rescale them as $A_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \tilde{A}_+$ and $A_- = \tilde{A}_- \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}$ and again the same way for $\tilde{B}_\pm$ and $\tilde{C}_\pm$. Note that the order of the operators is important to ensure that $A_+^\dagger = A_-$ and that the right factor is obtained when acting on an energy eigenstate. For the scaling factor $F$ to be well defined we need to make sure that $F > 0$ for all states in the Hilbert space. This condition is met for the states of the + branch, but the − branch includes states for which $F = 0$. We will address this point after discussing the representations of SO(3,2).
are uniquely labeled by the value of the Casimir operators, noncompact groups might allow more than one inequivalent representation. This is the case for the representation that we are considering.

For completeness, we give the action of the $\text{SO}(3,2)$ operators on the eigenstates of $H$, which are indeed in exact agreement with those on the states of the singleton representation:

$$J_{\pm}\psi_{n',l',m} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( l' - m \mp \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \psi_{n',l,m \pm 1},$$

$$A_{\pm}\psi_{n',l',m} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( l' - m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \psi_{n',l',m},$$

$$B_{\pm}\psi_{n',l',m} = \frac{l'}{2|l'|} \left( l' + m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' + m \mp \frac{3}{2} \right) \psi_{n,l',l,m \mp 1},$$

$$C_{\pm}\psi_{n',l',m} = \frac{l'}{2|l'|} \left( l' - m \pm \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( l' - m \pm \frac{3}{2} \right) \psi_{n,l',l,m \mp 1}. \quad (14)$$

The structure and weight multiplicities of the representations can be well described by studying the decompositions under the various maximal subalgebras of $\text{SO}(3,2)$. The following are the regular subalgebras that share the same Cartan subalgebra:

(a) $\text{SO}(2) \times \text{SO}(3)$ generated by $A_3$ and $J_3$,

(b) $\text{SO}(2,1) \times \text{SO}(2)$ generated by $A_3$, $A_\pm$, and $J_3$,

(c) $\text{SO}(2,1) \times \text{SO}(2,1) = \text{SO}(2,2)$ generated by $B_\pm$, $C_\pm$, and $A_3 \pm J_3$.

The weight decomposition under these subalgebras is shown in Fig. 3 for the representation with $l' > 0$. The weight diagram of the equivalent representation with $l' < 0$ is obtained by reflection in the $m$ axis.

It turns out that there is one more regular maximal subalgebra of interest in this problem. Clearly, the $\text{SO}(3,2)$ has not just the $\text{SO}(2,2)$ we just discussed, but also a $\text{SO}(3,1)$ subalgebra which is maximal. It is generated by the $J_i$ operators where we add the rescaled $\tilde{M}_i$ operators, denoted by $M_i$ (picking $\tilde{N}$ instead of $\tilde{M}$ gives an equivalent representation). The $M_i$ operators can be expressed in terms of the $\text{SO}(3,2)$ roots as follows:

$$M_z = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (A_+ + A_-), \quad M_\pm = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (C_+ - B_\pm). \quad (15)$$

Note that we can not choose the same Cartan subalgebra since $A_3$ is not part of this subalgebra. When we act on the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, we obtain exactly the same coefficients and multiplicities as described by Harish-Chandra in [17], where he constructs the unitary infinite-dimensional representations of $\text{SO}(3,1)$ in terms of the irreducible representations of $\text{SO}(3,2)$ subalgebra. From this we may conclude that the degeneracies in the spectrum also form an irreducible representation (principal series) under the $(3 + 1)$-dimensional Lorentz algebra. Bearing the inclusions $\text{SO}(3,2) \supset \text{SO}(3,1) \supset \text{SO}(3)$ in mind, it is not so surprising that the singleton remains irreducible under $\text{SO}(3,1)$, in contrast with the situation for $\text{SO}(2,2)$ depicted in Fig. 3(c). The largest symmetry in our problem, however, remains the $\text{SO}(3,2)$ algebra.
Now, let us return to the physical unrescaled operators

\[ A_+ = \sqrt{F} A_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{M}_z - i \hat{N}_z), \]
\[ A_- = A_- \sqrt{F} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{M}_z - i \hat{N}_z), \]

where \( \hat{B}_\pm, \hat{C}_\pm \) are defined in the same fashion. We want to check what the influence is of the rescaling factor \( F \) on the singleton representation. In other words, knowing the \( SO(3,2) \) representation, how do we obtain the spectrum of the physical system? First, note that the \( SU(2) \) multiplets are not affected by the rescaling factor since \( J \) has not been rescaled and commutes with \( F \). So, we need to figure out which \( SU(2) \) representations are present in the physical spectrum. We mentioned before that \( F > 0 \) for all the states of the \( + \) branch, meaning that the coefficients of the physical unrescaled operators will be altered by this factor, but we will still be left with an infinite-dimensional representation characterized by the same lower bound \( l' = 1 \) and with the same multiplicities. The \( - \) branch, the states with negative \( A_3 \) eigenvalue, also form an infinite representation under \( SO(3,2) \) in this case with an upper bound \( l' = -1 \), but the physical lowering operators annihilate the states for \( l' = \frac{1}{2} (1-n) \). This creates a lower bound depending on the energy level, resulting in a finite-dimensional truncation of the representation. This all perfectly agrees with the spectrum in Fig. 1.

We remark that the operator-dependent scale transformations (16) are very similar to the so-called Holstein-Primakoff transformations [18]. The latter relate bosonic oscillators \( \{a, a^\dagger\} \) to \( SU(2) \) spin operators \( \{S_\pm, S_z\} \) through

\[ S_+ = \sqrt{2s - a^\dagger a} a, \quad S_- = a^\dagger \sqrt{2s - a^\dagger a}, \]
\[ S_z = (s - a^\dagger a). \]

The vanishing of \( S_- \) acting on the state with \( S_z = -s \) arises from the vanishing of the scale factor on this state, which has \( a^\dagger a = 2s \). We recall that a transformation very similar to Eq. (17) relates the symmetry operators for 2D Landau levels on the plane to those pertaining to (finite-dimensional) Landau levels in a spherical geometry [19].

IV. SPECTRUM GENERATING ALGEBRA

After determining the symmetry algebra and explaining why there are both finite and infinite degeneracies present in this system, we will now describe operators that connect different energy levels, the so-called spectrum generating algebra (SGA) [20]. Two operators that commute with \( J_3 \) and \( A_3 \) are

\[ K_+ = -\frac{i}{2} b_i b_i^\dagger, \quad K_- = -\frac{i}{2} b_i b_i^\dagger, \]

where the \( b_i^\dagger \) and \( b_i \) are the usual bosonic raising and lowering operators

\[ b_i^\dagger = r_i/2 - i p_i, \quad b_i = r_i/2 + i p_i, \]

\[ [b_i, b_j^\dagger] = \delta_{ij}, \quad [b_i, b_j] = [b_i^\dagger b_j] = 0 \]

in terms of which the harmonic oscillator (HO) part of the Hamiltonian can be expressed as \( H_{\text{HO}} = b_i^\dagger b_i + \frac{1}{2} \). The operators \( K_\pm \) raise or lower the energy by steps of 2 as can be seen from their commutator

\[ [H, K_\pm] = \pm 2 K_\pm, \quad [K_+, K_-] = -(H + A_3 - 1). \]

It is evident that they form an \( SO(2,1) \) algebra when we define \( K_3 = H + A_3 - 1 \). The representation theory of this algebra is well known [21] and again the unitary irreducible representations are all infinite dimensional, reflecting the fact that the energy is not bounded from above. The coefficients of these operators when they act on an energy eigenstate are

\[ K_\pm \psi_{n,p,m} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \sqrt{(n+1 \pm 1)(n+2l' \pm 1)} \psi_{n\pm 2,l',m}. \]

Unitary irreducible representations of \( SO(2,1) \) have either a lower or an upper bound and can be uniquely defined by this bound. For every value of \( l' \) and \( m \) there is an infinite tower of states, corresponding to one such representation. From the coefficients of \( K_\pm \), we see that for the \( + \) branch all representations have a lower bound \( n = 0 \) and the representations of the \( - \) branch have a lower bound \( n = -2l' + 1 \), in perfect agreement with the physical spectrum. Note that the algebra \( SO(3) \times SO(2,1) \) spanned by \( J_l \) and \( K_l \) is associated with the radial symmetry of the system, allowing us to write the wave function as a product of a radial and an angular function (see for example [22]). We would like to mention that when
we rescale $K_\pm$ by a factor of $\sqrt{(H - \frac{1}{2})/F}$, these operators commute with the symmetry algebra, resulting in a dynamical algebra $SO(2, 1) \times SO(3, 2)$.

We can also construct operators that move between the two branches. Consider $T_+ = \sum b_i \sigma_i$ and $T_- = \sum b_i \sigma_i$, in terms of which the Hamiltonian can be expressed as $H = T_+ T_- + \frac{1}{2}$ [23]. These operators anticommute with $A_3$ and map + branch states onto − branch states and vice versa:

$$
T_+ \psi_{n,l,m} = \sqrt{n + 2l' + 1} \psi_{n + 2l' + 1, −l', m},
$$

$$
T_- \psi_{n,l,m} = \sqrt{n} \psi_{n + 2l' + 1, −l', m}.
$$

We have not yet succeeded in extending the $SO(3, 2)$ symmetry algebra to a complete spectrum generating (super)algebra including both the $K_\pm$ and $T_\pm$ operators.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have explicitly constructed the symmetry algebra of a spin-orbit-coupled harmonic oscillator given in (1). Aside from the $SU(2)$ symmetry coming from conservation of total angular momentum, we have identified six other operators that commute with $H$ and are a spin-generalized version of the Runge-Lenz vector. Commuting these symmetry operators results into nonlinear commutation relations, which had to be expected since there are finite and infinite degeneracies in this model. We show that a simple rescaling of the operators leads to linear commutation relations which we recognize as a $SO(3, 2)$ algebra. The infinite degenerate branches of the spectrum are the singleton representation of $SO(3, 2)$ and the finite degenerate levels are a truncated version of the singleton. We also identify four operators that connect different energy levels with each other, forming the spectrum generating algebra.

Let us conclude the paper with some further comments. Our results suggest a geometrical picture for 3D Landau levels based on four-dimensional anti de Sitter space (AdS4), whose isometries are precisely $SO(3, 2)$. We have established that, as far as their quantum orbitals are concerned, particles in the 3D Landau levels experience a geometry that is a radial deformation of AdS4 rather than flat space. We expect that this qualitative observation can be made more precise, for example, in the form of accurate statements about magnetic translations.

Another observation is that choosing a plus sign in front of the $L \cdot \sigma$ term in the Hamiltonian does not change much. The degeneracy of the − branch will be infinite and the + branch will be finitely degenerate. These two Hamiltonians are supersymmetric partners. One may in $D = 3$ choose a different spin representation in the Hamiltonian $H = H_0 - a \mathbf{L} \cdot \mathbf{S}$, where $a$ is a constant. For spin-$s$ particles, this gives us $2s + 1$ branches, of which we can always make one flat by adjusting the coefficient $a$. Presumably, that will not change the fundamental structure, but will change the representation content to a corresponding higher spin representation of the group $SO(3, 2)$.

A final question of interest is to analyze this system in higher dimensions to determine whether a generic hierarchy of symmetries arises similar to what is the case for the ordinary harmonic oscillator.
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APPENDIX: COMMUTATION RELATIONS

As mentioned in the body of the text, the commutation relations of the unrescaled symmetry operators contain nonlinear terms. We will explicitly give the nonzero commutation relations here. The following five commutation relations are linear and are the same as those of $SO(3, 2)$:

$$
[J_+, J_+] = i \epsilon_{ijk} J_k,
$$

$$
[J_+, \tilde{M}_+] = i \epsilon_{ijk} \tilde{M}_k,
$$

$$
[J_+, \tilde{N}_+] = i \epsilon_{ijk} \tilde{N}_k,
$$

$$
[A_3, \tilde{N}_+] = i \tilde{M}_i.
$$

The next three nonzero commutation relations are nonlinear and therefore are not as those of $SO(3, 2)$:

$$
[\tilde{M}_i, \tilde{M}_j] = -i \epsilon_{ijk} J_k \left( H + 3A_3 - \frac{3}{2} \right),
$$

$$
[\tilde{N}_i, \tilde{N}_j] = -i \epsilon_{ijk} J_k \left( H + 3A_3 - \frac{3}{2} \right),
$$

$$
[\tilde{M}_i, \tilde{N}_j] = i \delta_{ij} A_0 \left( H + 3A_3 - \frac{3}{2} \right)
$$

$$
+ \frac{1}{4} i \delta_{ij} - \frac{i}{2} (J_+ J_+) (J_+ J_+).
$$

[20] The authors of [7] also construct operators that connect different energy levels, but they use the radial symmetry of the system and only consider 1D radial operators. Our construction is coordinate independent.
[23] This structure clearly shows the supersymmetry of this model. $H$ has a supersymmetric partner given by $H_\pm = T_+ T_- + \frac{1}{2}$. For more details, see B. Bagchi, Supersymmetry in Quantum and Classical Mechanics (Chapman & Hall/CRC, Boca Raton, FL, 2001).